an early experimental analysis of the mode of action of a drug, nearly ninety years before its isolation permitted its use in clinical medicine, and it is interesting to discover that Pavlov was a professional pharmacologist before he accepted a chair of physiology and turned from the study of drugs to studying the complexities of the organisms on which they act. Professor Holmstedt and Professor Liljestrand have done good service in drawing together this collection, for which we have much reason to be grateful. This book is a monograph in the American 'Lectures in Living Chemistry' series and is divided into two parts; part one is mainly devoted to the use of enzymes in the diagnosis of myocardial infarction, while part two deals with biochemical tests in heart disease other than enzymes and includes a review of electrolytes and volume measurements in heart disease.
The section on enzymes is written in considerable detail and could be read with profit by biochemists and cardiologists. The chapters on other tests in heart disease are not so helpful and a great number of bacteria are listed, for example, that might possibly cause heart disease. The emphasis in this book is on the diagnosis of heart disease by laboratory tests rather than by clinical observation; as a result it would appear unbalanced to a cardiologist and perhaps a little brief for a biochemist. The authors have tried to bridge the gap between cardiology and biochemistry, and in so doing have set themselves a difficult task, in producing this monograph. Press 1963 The sebaceous glands have for long been an enigma and many and varied functions have been applied to sebum. This work sets out to review existing knowledge regarding the glands and their secretion and the control of that secretion. Although it answers several questions it reveals many still to be answered. Kligman in his excellent chapter asks 'what good is human sebum?' and replies 'the oversimplified answer, which is the business of this essay to document, is, "no good"'. He successfully debunks many established theories on the usefulness of human sebum, e.g. its control of fungus infections of the scalp and bacterial infections of the skin. He believes that sebum was meant to protect hair, but since hair has become vestigial over most of the body surface, sebaceous glands are probably obsolescent appendages.
The book, excellently produced like its predecessors, is based on the Brown University Symposium on the Biology of Skin held in January 1962. Although it contains little that has not been published elsewhere it brings together much of what is known about the sebaceous glands both in man and animals, and can be highly recommended to anyone interested in this subject. It indicates also where further research is needed, and, largely by exclusion, shows that our knowledge of the cause and control of acne is rudimentary.
PETER D SAMMAN
Medical Embryology Human Development -Normal and Abnormal by Jan Langman MD PhD pp 334 illustrated 70s Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins 1963 London: Bailliere, Tindall & Cox The text of this embryology book for medical students by Professor Langman of Montreal is divided into a short section on general embryology and a longer one concerned with the special embryology of organs and systems. The first section is devoted to gametogenesis, the early weeks of human development and to congenital malformations and their causes. The aim of the book is to give the future doctor a concise, well-illustrated description of the important facts of human development, to clarify the arrangement of gross anatomical features and to include relevant recent research. Each chapter has a section on the commoner malformations that a student is likely to meet and also includes a list of the key references.
The author writes clearly and concisely, perhaps a little too concisely and perhaps with too much condensation of what some might consider excessive detail. The difficulty in writing a book such as this is to avoid the potted commentary or synopsis type of review. Nowhere can the author allow himself the pleasure of discussion or criticism of divergent views on controversial topics. The text is abundantly illustrated, many of the drawings and sketches being taken from well-known sources with appropriate acknowledgments. The sketches are clear and helpful to students, but the absence of a single photograph of a real specimen or section beside them does
